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Langtree NEWS
In this edition…
• A note from Beethoven
• Triumph!
• Don’t forget the workshop

Notes from the chair
I hope you all had a great Christmas and
New Year. First and most importantly I
must remind you that the 2016 workshop
will be on Sunday February 21st at Shiplake
Memorial Hall. The music will be
Kalinnikov 1st Symphony. Please put the
date in your diary and let me know asap if
you are unable to come. Extra string players
will be very welcome, so please invite any
string playing friends.

the dancers wore. Sadly my wardrobe didn’t
include red boots! The nearest I ever got to
red boots was two years later when I had a
pair of red tap shoes. I never did get red
boots but I can still remember the magic of
the theatre and the music.

This time of year reminds me of one of my
early musical memories. My family were
given complimentary tickets, by a
neighbour who worked in the box oﬃce, to
see Coppelia at Sadlers Wells. It was a
magical experience at the age of five, the
equivalent of a fairy godmother saying that
you shall go to the ball. I came home
afterwards trying to remember the steps to
the Czardas because I’d loved the red boots

Here’s to more magical musical experiences
in 2016!
Chris Winch

FROM POETRY TO PETS, YOUR NEWSLETTER NEEDS YOU!
Please send your articles, poems, reviews, photographs to janita.clamp@btinternet.com
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A note from Beethoven
In the Saint-Saens piano concerto that Langtree Sinfonia played at the last concert the second violins had
a really tricky-to-read bit of rhythm (not helped by French ‘backwards-quaver’ crotchet rests) and, whilst
trying to decipher it, I got to thinking about notes.

In every piece we play it’s worth
remembering that each note is the result of
a number of decisions by the composer, and
it’s a sobering thought that each one started
its life in the mind of Beethoven, or Rossini,
or Saint-Saens, or any of the other
composers, and has just been delivered to us.
Moreover it’s the same dots that all the
orchestras who ever played that piece have
used. Sometimes you get the impression
that it’s the same piece of paper! A few may
have had cleaner copies than us but we can
be sure that others had worse and may have
had to read them by candle-light.

Beethoven’s Second Symphony
So when I see a Beethoven C# (or any other
note in the second symphony), it’s a
sobering thought to realise that all the
second violins between 1803 and now who
have played this piece, (from Beethoven’s
band, to a Chinese College Orchestra, to the

Berlin Philharmonic), have received the
same instructions as we get.
Moreover, I can imagine the 32 year old
Ludwig in Heiligenstadt in 1802, with his
deafness becoming worse and beginning to
realise it might be incurable, deciding that
Second Violins should play C# at this point.
It’s almost like a personal communication
from him to me.
This eﬀect is even more intense if you
happen to play the piano and look at your
hands in the middle of a bit of Mozart and
think ‘I wonder if Wolfgang used this
fingering’.
In the second violins we spend a certain
amount of time ‘chugging’ along doing 8
quavers to a bar, while others play lively
melodies (this is not unique to Beethoven,
it’s a standard trick to keep second violins
occupied [Ed: otherwise they’d be writing poems
and articles for the orchestra newsletter] and
provide a textured background for the rest).
(Continued on next page)

Second violin chugging from the opening Allegro in Beethoven 2, first movement
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A note from Beethoven (continued)
He could, of course have just put a semibreve
or two minims per bar, which would have
given the same harmonic eﬀect but breaking it
up into repeated quavers produces a much
more dynamic background behind the “more
easily heard” melodies, (as long as we
remember to play down!). Even with such
simple notes, through the dynamics and
articulation we can make a significant
contribution to the overall eﬀect.
There is a section near the beginning of
Beethoven’s Second Symphony where, after a
few bars of chugging semi-quavers (12 notes in
a bar), he switches us (and some of the other
strings) into triplet semi-quavers (18 in a bar).

compositeur travail avec la gomme.’ (‘The
composer works with the rubber’.) Sometimes
when trying to play a particularly tortuous bit,
we might think ‘less pencil more rubber’ a
good idea.
Then there are decisions about pitch and
duration of every note in every instrument
and which instrument, or group of
instruments, plays it. (There are some magical
eﬀects to be won from diﬀerent instruments,
in diﬀerent octaves playing the same notes in
unison. In Beethoven 2 the Second Violins had
a section in unison with the cellos and another
with a bassoon). There are also the dynamics
and articulations and how these work
interactively between diﬀerent instruments.

Fours become sixes

The eﬀect on the music is dramatic,
particularly since the B flat goes (via a
dominant 7th C natural) to B natural (making
G minor into G major), the last bar of
semiquavers has a crescendo and the first of
the 18 has an sfp. What a great set of decisions
that was!
Sometimes you can look at a composer’s
sketch book and see this sort of decision
happening in chronological versions,
sometimes you just have to use your
imagination as to how he got there.

Composer’s style
In our Composers Workshop we were
discussing style of composition and
particularly what defined our individual styles.
Jonathan Darnborough, our teacher, suggested
that our ‘style’ was the result of a very large
number of individual decisions.
Even a modest piece of orchestral music
contains thousands of such decisions. Setting
aside all the planning and structural questions,
each note demands attention. First the
composer has to decide if it should be there at
all. Stravinsky is quoted as saying ‘Le
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Beethoven in 1803

From him to us
So next time you put a copy up on the music
stand, I hope that, (in addition to the
contribution from previous users who have
left it covered in illegible pencil marks), you
might see it as a message, a precious gift, from
a long-dead genius to let us know how we can
each make our individual contribution to his
work. We have the privilege of being part of a
cavalcade of players, stretching over centuries,
who convert the dots into the sound that the
composer imagined.
Tim Cook
November 2015
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Triumph!
Thanks to the Bard of Berkshire, Adrian King, for another wonderful poem inspired by our concert
(and explosive noises oﬀ) in November

To tell this tale, I think you’ll see, the scene needs to be set:
The recent concert Langtree played – perhaps their finest yet –
Was timed to coincide with one of England’s oldest rites,
Reminding us of Civil War and Cromwell’s toughest fights!
When woodwinds weave soft beauty to a passage, to enamour,
The composer’s work of splendour brings serenity, not clamour,
And the atmosphere engendered can be fitting and romantic!
I hope that readers wouldn’t think I want to be pedantic
By pointing out that sometimes what an overture requires
Is more than this: some strings, three horns, a trumpet that inspires!
When Langtree plays a work like that, they’re equal to the task;
For there are many sounds, it seems, they find that they can mask:
An errant mute knocked to the floor;
A late arrival, shutting door,
Then spies a seat to which he sneaks –
And settles in a chair that squeaks!
Another listener’s cough or sneeze
Can usually be drowned with ease,
(Unless the score’s marked triple ‘p’s).
The citizens of Wallingford have no wish to be rude,
Their bonfire starts, pianissimo, an evening that’s imbued
With reverence for parliament, contempt for Guido Fawkes,
A wish to entertain the local people out for walks.
November is a fickle month with evenings seldom dry
But when one is, it’s great to stand and see the rockets fly.
(Continued on next page)
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Triumph! (Continued from previous page)
And as the bonfire burns through wood, and quarry, in the twilight
The crowds are warmed and awed and wooed, anticipating highlight.
And though the ‘Pyramid of Fire’,
The ‘Golden Rain’ and ‘Heart’s Desire’
And other pretty firework toys
Seem opulent – they make no noise.
Not so the roaring, soaring kites
With sparks for strings and banging flights.
So when those rockets swiftly whoosh and burst with coloured stars
The richest of orchestral sounds compete: with views of Mars!
Tancrédi’s early forte marked Rossini’s good intentions
To set the operatic stage for one of his inventions;
His scoring, too, revealed his plan to counter interruptions
Never dreaming of the volume of these annual
eruptions.
Nor could he know of Paul’s intent
To force disruption to relent,
Through sheer persistence, luscious sound:
Tancrédi’s stylish themes unwound;
The audience completely courted –
And Fawkes’ plans, yet again, were thwarted!
Adrian King
November 2015

Thanks, as always, to our contributors.
(And remember, you don’t have to be a second violin
to write for the newsletter.)
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See you there!
LANGTREE SINFONIA
ORCHESTRAL WORKSHOP

Vasily Kalinnikov
Васи́лий Кали́нников

Symphony No.1

SHIPLAKE MEMORIAL HALL, SHIPLAKE, Nr HENLEY RG9 4DW

SUNDAY 21st FEBRUARY 2016
£ 10.00

9.30am - 4.30pm

Tea / coffee included

For further details contact :Chris Winch 01865 340339
Nick Kiff
01491 833515 or www.langtreesinfonia.co.uk
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